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This paper discusses a flight simulator

experiment that is part of a Free Flight project, in
which NASA, FAA, the RLD and NLR collaborate.
The NLR activities in this project investigate: ’What
is minimally required for airborne separation
assurance?’ A basic Airborne Separation Assurance
System (ASAS) has been developed consisting of
conflict detection, conflict resolution and conflict
prevention (CDR&P) based on exchanging solely
position and velocity (i.e. ’state’) data.

Past experiments have indicated that
introducing this system for Free Flight is not only
feasible but will also increase the capacity of en-
route airspace [1, 2]. Other projects have also found
that Free Flight is feasible in the cruise phase [3, 4].
The assumption that ATC will have to take over
when the traffic density becomes too high, as
suggested by the RTCA Task Force 3 [5, 6], has
proven to be false. En-route, distributed systems
like Free Flight can accommodate much higher
traffic densities than a centralized system like
today’s ATM concept [7].

Closer to the airport both traffic density and
complexity increase because of the converging
traffic pattern. An assumption used in many
operational concepts is that in flight phases lower
than cruise, or closer to the airport, ATC will have
to take over. The third flight simulator experiment
of the NLR/NASA study was aimed at verifying
this assumption by testing the following null
hypothesis: "Free Flight with airborne separation
assurance is feasible until final approach".
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Based on the earlier studies, off-line traffic

simulations and flight simulator experiments, an

operational concept has been defined. Key elements
of this concept are:
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State information exchange required via ADS-

B, flight plan info is useful for extending the
lookahead time. Until now however, no requirement
for this extra feature has been found. Therefore,
although some airlines might include this option as
a preferred solution, the results found so far indicate
there is no reason why authorities should require
this. Bandwidth, system compatibility and retrofit
complexity are reasons to utilize the basic system as
used in this project. In general, it has been the
approach of this study to verify whether something
is required by leaving it out.
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Because of the state-based approach as well as

the combination of the ADS-B range and the
maximum closure rate in cruise, a prediction
horizon for conflict detection and prevention of 5
minutes was found to be optimal (compare [8]).
This value should not be confused with the conflict
rate. The average conflict rate will typically be in
the order of once per hour. Increasing the lookahead
time will in general decrease the time between two
conflict alerts because of the higher false alarm rate.
For the separation minima, a radius of 5 nautical
mile has been used and the vertical separation
minimum was 1000 ft. In the extended terminal area
(XTMA, 25 nm away from the terminal area), the
horizontal separation minimum was set at 3 miles.
Here only traffic information was required, no
CD&R.
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Instead of priority rules, applying co-operative

traffic rules provides a redundancy not seen in
today’s ATM system. Another important effect of
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co-operative rules is the ability to solve bottleneck
situations, which could become deadlocks with a
priority system [7].
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Counteracting conflict resolution maneuvers

are prevented by including the following traffic
rule:

•  As soon as a state-based conflict has been
detected within the lookahead time, both
aircraft involved have to maneuver in such a
way that the horizontal or vertical distance at
the closest point of approach will increase.
Maneuvers in the opposite direction are
forbidden until the conflict has been solved.
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The second traffic rule requires a conflict

prevention system:

•  It is forbidden to initiate a maneuver that will
trigger a state-based conflict alert, unless a
higher priority threat requires this.

The conflict prevention system of the NLR
prototype ASAS is called Predictive ASAS or
PASAS. It shows no-go zones to indicate which
maneuvers would create a conflict  (see Figure 1).
Using this system is essential if no intent
information of the traffic is known. The rule
prevents suddenly turning into a short-term conflict
because of passing a waypoint or a top-of-descent.
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In all previous experiments performed within

this study, Free Flight has been defined as 100%
airborne separation assurance. The only ground
based function is traffic flow management, now
tasked with preventing bottleneck situations taking
into account weather and other constraints such as
special use airspace (SUA).

In this experiment, there is also another task
for ATC in the Free Flight terminal area: assigning
a sequence for final approach. This prevents
’cowboy’ behavior such as racing for the runway.
This is an important difference with the cruise
phase. During cruise, there is plenty of airspace
available, while in the approach the runway forms a
scarce resource that may require central control for
busy airports.
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The research question of this experiment has

been summarized in the title: "How low can you go
with Free Flight?" In which other flight phases than
cruise can Free Flight be applied? Other flight
phases are: climb, descent, arrival and approach.
Since the descent and arrival are more constrained
than the climb, each experiment run starts just
before the top-of-descent and will apply Free Flight
until final approach. Metrics which were used are
subjective workload, acceptability and separation
effectiveness.
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From the research questions two independent

variables follow:

- Procedure: The terminal area (TMA) is
controlled with a hand-over at the border
(TMA=MAS) or the terminal area is free flight
airspace with an ATC prescribed sequence at final
approach (TMA=FFAS)

- Constraints: How constrained the flight is.
This is either nominal or extreme. The nominal
condition has a lower traffic density, less critical
weather and less Special Use Airspace (SUA).

The resulting experiment matrix is a 2 x 2
matrix:
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Managed
Arrival

3 runs 3 runs

Free Flight 3 runs 3 runs

In every cell the descent ATM procedure is
Free Flight (airborne separation assurance).

Each cell has been flown 3 times with different
scenarios. The constraints have been varied at run
level. Because of the training aspects, the runs have
been grouped for the procedure and balanced
between subjects.

Eight crews, consisting of airline pilots have
participated in this 2-day simulator trial. All but one
of the participants had glass cockpit experience, one
flew respectively the 747-200. The experience
ranged from 1,650 to 19,500 hours with an average
of about 7,000 hours.

Each crew was present for two consecutive
days. The schedule for a two-day session with a
crew was:

Day 1 AM:
Briefing and training procedure 1 and 2

Day 1 PM:
 5 experiment runs procedure 1

Day 2 AM:
 1 familiarization run procedure 1

1 experiment run procedure 1
1 familiarization run procedure 2
1 experiment run procedure 2

Day 2 PM:
 5 experiment runs procedure 2.

The order of the scenarios was balanced to
minimize the influence of the training effect on the
results.
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NLR’s research flight simulator was used in the

B747-400 configuration. This full glass cockpit
mounted on a four degrees of freedom motion base
was used with an ESIG-3000 visual system, which
includes a San Francisco database. Other features
include a fully programmable Boeing EFIS,
programmable Research Flight Management
System and configurable controls (column/side
stick), touch screens and cursor control devices. See
Figure 2.
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The scenarios were controlled by a program

called Traffic Manager. The Traffic Manager is the
program that has been used as an off-line traffic
simulator, a scenario editor, scenario player,
experiment manager station and data logging unit.
The Traffic Manager program originated as an off-
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line, large-scale traffic simulation. An essential
element of the Free Flight concept of airborne
separation is the conflict resolution algorithm and
its effect on the traffic pattern. Investigating this
requires a powerful traffic simulator. This traffic
simulator was enhanced with a graphical user
interface, optimized to be able to simulate a high
number of aircraft simultaneously, enhanced with
BADA performance models, flight management
systems and fitted with pilot models able to follow
a flight plan and detect and resolve conflicts (See
Figure 3).  The first version of the program has been
developed in 1996 on a 486 PC and has been
optimized to be able to simulate a large number of
aircraft without overloading the CPU. Today’s PCs
allow the simulation of nearly one thousand aircraft
simultaneously with a fair update rate. A number of
ASAS algorithms and ADS-B characteristics have
been modeled as part of the simulation. For this
experiment, the traffic was fitted with a 4D FMS
able to meet a Required Time of Arrival (RTA).
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The ASAS used in this experiment consists of

three parts:
•  Conflict detection
•  Conflict resolution
•  Conflict prevention

The conflict detection module uses the position
and velocity data of the traffic and the own ship to
check for a loss of separation within the lookahead
time. If a conflict has been detected, the closest
point of approach is shown by a circle indicating the

protected zone of the intruder at this position. Two
urgency levels have been defined: amber for a loss
of separation between three and five minutes from
now and red for a loss of separation within three
minutes. Apart from the color of the conflict
symbology, aural alerts are also used to differentiate
the two alert levels.

�������2���3������*�����%���#���$

For conflict resolution, the ASAS uses a
variation of the Eby algorithm [9,10] to calculate
three independent resolution maneuvers: a heading
change, an altitude change (with a minimum
vertical speed) and a speed change. Normally the
vertical maneuver is the most optimal. Since this is
the nominal plane for conflict resolution, for an
amber conflict only half the intrusion is used for the
conflict resolution maneuver. The three optional
maneuvers are shown to the crew on the primary
flight display and the navigation display.

The conflict prevention module calculates
which heading changes, speed changes and/or
vertical speeds would lead to a conflict within the
lookahead time.  This information is shown to the
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crew by bands on the primary flight display and the
navigation display.  The colors of these bands
correspond to the alert level of the potential
conflicts.

The navigation display shows the traffic by
using arrowheads indicating the track and a label
with (selectable by the crew) call sign, the relative
altitude, ground speed and an arrow indicating
climbing or descending traffic. Grey areas indicate
airspaces like CTR, blue (uplinked) SUA and green
areas were used to indicate weather areas.

Below the normal horizontal navigation
display, an extra profile display has been added.
This display provides a side view of the traffic
situation.  In case of a conflict, it stresses the
vertical geometry, assisting the crew in solving the
conflict vertically.  (See Figure 1 and Figure 4)
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When approaching the terminal area (25 nm

before entering it) the crew switches over to arrival

mode. In the arrival, the state-based CD&R would
yield too many false alarms and possibly disturb
station keeping and merging procedures. Therefore,
in the arrival mode only the conflict prevention
function is active with a short lookahead time of
only 30 seconds and the adjusted protected zone
radius of three nautical miles.
The symbology on the traffic display is different in
Arrival mode in a number of ways. The absolute
altitude is now shown and the ground speed
received via ADS-B is converted to an estimated
indicated airspeed using the own ship’s atmospheric
data. This allows the crew to verify the procedural
speeds and altitudes of the traffic. The arrowhead
symbols are enhanced by a circle with a radius of
1½ nautical mile. Touching circles indicate the
minimum horizontal separation (See Figure 5)
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Every experiment run started just before the

top of descent. Before starting the descent the crew
had to verify terrain clearance (using the arrival
plates) and traffic clearance (using the conflict
prevention bands on the vertical speed scale). Since
the descent was flown in Free Flight Airspace in all
runs, there was no need to request a descent
clearance. During the descent, the crew was fully
responsible for separation assurance.

#���!��	$������

In half of the runs, the terminal area was still
managed airspace. When approaching the San
Francisco Terminal area, the crew would contact
Bay Approach and hand over control. The airborne
crew was responsible for ensuring that no loss of
separation was predicted during the hand-off to
ATC. Apart from that, the transition was no
different from a normal hand-off procedure between
controllers of adjacent sectors (position report,
arrival clearance, etc.). All traffic entered the
terminal area via one of four waypoints.
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The subject crew arrived via the OAKEY
arrival, as constructed for this experiment (See
Figure 6) at San Francisco. No paired approaches
were flown, only one of the parallel runways was
active. From the moment Bay Approach confirmed
control until vacating the runway, the arrival and
approach were flown as they would be flown today.
However, there was one important difference: the
crew was able to monitor all actions of ATC on the
CDTI because of the enhanced ADS-B symbology
and the call sign in the labels. With this display, it
was no longer required to maintain a mental traffic
picture and the ATC instructions should be more
predictable and understandable.

 ���	 ��!��	$������
In the other set of the runs, the terminal area

(TMA) was Free Flight airspace until cleared for
the ILS approach of runway 28R, where SFO tower
took over control. In this procedure, Bay Approach

was monitoring the traffic situation and controlling
the arrival sequence. Consequently, the airborne
crew still had to contact Bay Approach when
approaching the extended TMA. At this moment,
the crew was required to switch their ASAS to
TMA mode.
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In the Free Flight Arrival runs, the subject
crew approached the TMA from the south and
(nominally) flew the SAPID arrival (See Figure 7).
Of course, they were free to deviate from this
standard arrival route for example when the traffic
situation demanded this and the terrain clearance
allowed it. Depending on the situation, the crew
could already receive the instruction to follow an
aircraft either with or without the ’expect merging
traffic’ instruction (station keeping procedure).
When entering the terminal area, they received the
call sign of the aircraft to merge behind for the
approach and an indication of the position and route
of this aircraft ("Merge behind AI538 which is 40
miles at two o’clock approaching the field from the
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east"). In the scenario, the OAKEY arrival from the
east was much busier than the SAPID arrival from
the south, on which the subject crew was flying. On
top of that, in the extreme scenario the field was
saturated (when using only one of the parallel
runways). These two factors made the merging
procedure extra challenging. Before merging behind
their target a standard approach clearance was
required. When turning onto the localizer, the
frequency was changed to the tower for a standard
ATC controlled approach and landing.
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Both objective and subjective data was
gathered. After each run both the pilot flying and
the pilot non-flying were asked to fill in a
questionnaire two times: once for the descent and
once for the arrival and approach. Objective data
included all conflict alerts and data on the progress
of the conflicts, cockpit video and display video
recordings as well as flight parameters. During a
debrief session at the end of the experiment pilot
comments were collected.
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At the end of each run, both pilots had to rate
the mental workload of the descent and of the
arrival. For these ratings, the same Rating Scale for
Mental Effort (RSME) [11,7] was used as had been
used in earlier flight simulator trials. Averaging the
ratings yield three new values: for the Free Flight
Descent, the Managed Arrival with CDTI and the
Free Flight Arrival. Comparing these values with

the earlier results for cruise (Managed without
CDTI and Free Flight), yields the bars in Figure 8.

Often it has been suggested that a higher
workload during the descent might inhibit Free
Flight during the descent. As can be seen the Free
Flight Descent rating is not significantly different
from the Free Flight Cruise rating (even slightly
lower).

As was expected, during the Free Flight
Arrival the workload is significantly higher than
during Free Flight Descent and Free Flight Cruise.
Still, on the overall scale it is not very high
(corresponding description is ’Costing some effort’).
This is in line with the pilots’ comments that the
workload during the Free Flight Arrival was not a
problem.

In general, today in managed airspace the
arrival is characterized by much higher workload
than the cruise phase of flight [12]. In the figure, the
workload rating for the Managed Arrival with CDTI
shows a dramatic effect of the CDTI. The arrival
rating is now even lower than a managed cruise
scenario without CDTI.
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In earlier cruise trials, there was a significant
correlation between traffic density and/or conflict
rate and subjective workload. Because the conflict
rate and traffic density did not vary independently,
from these results it was not clear whether the
conflict rate or the traffic density was driving the
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workload. In these trials, a high traffic density did
not automatically lead to a high conflict rate, so the
data made it possible to discriminate between the
two effects.

Comparing the descent ratings with global or
local traffic density did not reveal any significant
trends. Even the conflict rate, in most cases driving
the workload did not reveal a significant correlation
with the workload ratings. The conflicts were then
differentiated: crossing (track difference larger than
30 degrees and less than 150 degrees), head-on
(track difference larger than 150) and overtaking
(track difference less than 30 degrees). This
revealed a correlation between the number of
overtaking conflicts per run and the subjective
workload ratings (Figure 9).
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The acceptability was very high for all
conditions: Free Flight descent, Free Flight arrival
(TMA FF) and controlled arrival (TMA ATC).
Figure 10 shows the percentage of the ’acceptable’
ratings. The Free Flight descent was rated
unacceptable once by one crewmember, during a
first run. The reason for this rating was ’Missed
ATC’. The controlled arrival was rated unacceptable
once by both crewmembers, because they felt ATC
(the experiment manager) put them too close to the
aircraft in front of them. The Free Flight arrival
scored the lowest acceptability rating of 95%. The
reasons stated for these unacceptable rating all had
to do with the merging maneuver: ’Merging too
hard’, ’Assigned slot not logical or too small’, ’Loss
of separation while performing the merging
maneuver’.
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During the trials, there were a number of losses

of separation. None of these occurred during the
descent. In Figure 11, all losses of separation have
been indicated with circles. The radius indicates the
severity of the intrusion. This could be a vertical or
horizontal loss of separation. For the severity
expressed in %, the largest intrusion of these two,
determines the value used for the severity. The
intrusions are also listed in Table 2.
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60 8 3 2480
27 7 3 2806
21 2 1 5808
17 4 4 2269
16 3 6 4340
12 7 2 2777
11 7 6 8285
10 8 6 2101
10 6 1 5753
8 6 3 3127
6 4 4 5108
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Overall, the pilots thought the Free Flight

descent was easy. PASAS, the conflict prevention
system, was very useful in this flight phase
especially for planning the descent. The only
comment was that they would like to know the level
off altitude of other aircraft, even if they were still
not allowed to generate a state-based conflict with
that aircraft. Several comments regarding the
human machine interface are mentioned separately.

��������������,���-��'�"	�
The crews commented that the traffic display

(CDTI) provided insight into the actions of ATC.
This increased the predictability of Air Traffic
Control actions. Compared to today, the increased
traffic situational awareness lowered the workload
and might yield a substantial safety benefit.

���������'������,��
The pilots commented mainly about the

merging procedure. They commented it was doable
(compare section on effectiveness!) but would
require a significant amount of training. Some
commented they preferred the managed arrival,
while others said some training might be sufficient
as manual landing is much harder but can also be
trained.
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From both the objective and subjective data, it

was clear that the feasibility of Free Flight during
the descent could not be refuted, just as for the
cruise phase. Effectiveness, subjective workload
and acceptability data were not significantly
different from the results found for the cruise phase
in previous trials.
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This condition was included as a baseline

comparison and the effect of the CDTI was
expected to be minimal. However, the low
workload ratings, even lower than a managed cruise
flight without CDTI, indicate that having a CDTI

has a huge effect. Having a traffic display with call
signs is quite different from having a TCAS display
with some unnamed diamond-shaped symbols.
With the call signs in front of you there is no need
to maintain a mental map based on radio messages
that you would have to correlate with the little
diamonds on the TCAS display. In contrast with the
cruise flight phase, during the arrival and approach,
high workload is a safety issue. Therefore having a
CDTI could have a substantial effect on reducing
high workload related risks.

 ���	 ��!��	$������
The results indicate that merely the basic CDTI

and conflict prevention is not sufficient in the
arrival phase on a busy airport. The main problem is
the merging maneuver. There are a number of
potential solutions:
•  better tools for merging (could be ASAS with

different parameters or  a dedicated
merging/station keeping tool)

•  more procedures (by fixing the speeds on the
legs of the arrival for example)

•  RTA (4D) navigation (from off-line simulations
it is known that the RTA sequence has a
separating effect on the merging fix)

•  more training (as the pilots commented)
•  make the terminal area managed airspace (as

some other pilots commented)

 ������	������
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Since the Free Flight descent came out as just

as feasible as the cruise phase, this experiment has
revealed mainly issues of airborne separation
assurance in the arrival and approach phase.
Whether airborne separation assurance is feasible
here is still uncertain. The setup used in this
experiment is clearly not sufficient for a saturated
airport. Since there was mainly one problem (the
separation effectiveness during the merging
maneuver) there might be different setups that will
allow airborne separation assurance during the
arrival.  Some options are definitely worth
considering for further experimentation:
•  Air Traffic Control with an advanced tool. (No

ASAS.)
•  4D clearances & Basic ASAS
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•  ASAS with 4D intent
•  Basic ASAS with more training
•  Basic ASAS with some tools for merging and

self-spacing
•  Basic ASAS with tighter procedure speeds

A risk of some solutions can be that it takes
away the advantage of airborne separation
assurance. If the speeds are fixed, the routes are
fixed, the sequence is controlled and controller
workload is still high, then what is the benefit?

�++��,������#
ADS-B Automatic Dependent Surveillance

– Broadcast
ASAS Airborne Separation Assurance

System
ATC Air Traffic Control
ATM Air Traffic Management
BADA Base of Aircraft Data
CD Conflict Detection
CD&R Conflict Detection and Resolution
CDR&P Conflict Detection, Resolution and

Prevention
CDTI Cockpit Display of Traffic

Information
CP Conflict Prevention
CR Conflict Resolution
CTR Control Zone (around airport)
EFIS Electronic Flight Instrument

System
FAA Federal Aviation Administration
FF Free Flight
FFAS Free Flight Airspace
FMS Flight Management System
FT, ft feet (or foot)
ILS Instrument Landing System
Lat Latitude
Lon Longitude
MAS Managed Airspace
NASA National Aeronautics and Space

Administration
NLR National Aerospace Laboratory,

The Netherlands
nm Nautical Mile (1852 m)
PASAS Predictive ASAS (sometimes

abbreviated as PredASAS)
RFS Research Flight Simulator
RLD Rijksluchtvaartdienst (Dutch CAA)
RSME Rating Scale of Mental Effort

RTA Required Time of Arrival
RTCA Radio Technical Commission for

Aeronautics
SFO San Francisco International airport
SUA Special Use Airspace
TCAS Traffic Collision Avoidance System
TMA Terminal Control Area
TMX Traffic Manager (=TEM)
XTMA Extended TMA
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